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- CreepWars is a build-your-own-tower game where you battle against a wave of
creeps of increasing difficulty to earn as much gold as possible to improve your
defenses. - CreepWars TD uses a unique damage system that allows you to choose
which type of damage to deal to each creep. This enables to adjust your defenses
towards different creep types. - The more gold you earn, the more units you can
unlock to use in your defence. - Creeps come in different versions with unique
abilities to stop you from winning against a certain number of waves. The more units
you have equipped, the more powerful creeps are dealt with. - The game supports
two campaigns: - King vs. King- Fight against another players for who has the best
defense. - Blood vs. Water- Fight against your own players. As a human, you will try
to defeat the orc players. - There are three win conditions: - Capped – You cap the
waves with a specific amount of gold - Wins – You defeat a certain amount of waves
- Losses – You lose a specific number of waves - There are three base damage types:
- Piercing – The creeps will only take physical damage - Blunt – The creeps will only
take blunt damage - Magic – The creeps will take magic damage over a period of
time - Unit upgrades – Build a stronger defense by increasing the amount of
upgraded units - Unit selection – Select different units with different attack and
defense to counter upgrades of the creeps - Ability upgrades – Upgrade units
abilities and keep them as a unique ability. - Four different victory conditions: - Hold
out – You hold out for a set amount of time - To win – You defeat a set amount of
waves - No losses – You never lose a wave - No wins – You never win a wave - A
description of the creeps and an item list for each creep type is available in the ingame help. - Installing an alternative tile map is easy! - The game uses Lua coding
and is made for Linux or Windows. Author: @Wyver Last edited by wyver on Mon
Sep 11, 2016 12:02 pm, edited 6 times in total. Wyver is a German video game
developer who is passionate about creating modern classics in his spare time. While
he does not do this full time, he also creates content for his

Features Key:
Prepare for the worst.
How far in advance?
No extra steps.
No risk.
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Nothing to lose.
A single question.
100% guaranteed.
Assess risk BEFORE the risk to gain.
Easy decision making.
Automated.
Free.
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